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THE SPECTRUM OF THE LAPLACE OPERATOR
FOR A GENERALIZED DOLD MANIFOLD
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1. Introduction:

Let (M,g), (N, h) be two compact and orientable R"·
Let r b 1emanman

ea finite sub manifolds.
group of the group of isometries l(M X N

on the manifold M N. ) which acts freely
• X One of the problems of the spectrum is to determine

the Sp(M x N兀 ）．

The aim of the pres·ent paper 1S to determine the Sp sn X pm
Sn X pm(C)/Z· ((C)/Z2), where

2 1s called Dold manifold.
The whole paper contains f?ur paragraphs.
The second paragraph deals firstly with th

N, g X h). It also
e spectrum of the manifold (M x

gives the general theory about Sp(M X N兀 ）
subgroup of I(M x N) which· , where r is a

1s isomorphic onto z2.
The spectrum of the Dold manifold sn X p可C)/Z·

third paragraph. 2 1s computed in the

The last paragraph deals with th
d

e condi t.ions such that s sn
etermmes th p(xP吖C)/Z刃

e geometry on sn x pm(C)/z2.

§2. We consider two compact orientable Riemannian
(N h) manifolds

. From th· (M, g) and
, ese marnfolds we obtain the manifold (M x N

the following d. , g"X h). We have
iagram:
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(M X N,g X h)

0
(M,g)

q

IR
If a and /3 are two functions on M and N respectively, then- aop and /3oq are
functions on M x N. We denote by D.MxN, 立 and D.N the Laplace operators

on the Riemannian manifolds (M x N, g X h), (M,g) and (N, h) respectively. It
can easily be proved

(N,h)

£、M'xN[(a op) x ((} oq)] = ((} oq) x [!:::.硏a) op] + (a op) x [ !:::.吖(})oq] (2.1)

If a is an eigenfuction of 立 with eigenvalue >. and /3 is an eigenfuction of 6N

with eigenvalueµ, then the relation (2.1) takes the form

6MxN [(a op) x ({3 oq)] = (>.+µ)[(a op) X (/3 oq)]

that means (a op) x ({3 oq) is an eigenfunction for the Laplace operator 6_MXM

with eigenvalue A+µ.
Let (M', g') be a compact and orientable Riemannian manifold with metric

g'. We denote by C00 (M') the C-algebra of all differentiable functions on M'.

From M'we obtain the Sp(M',g') = {A/6.M'f = Aj, f E C00(M'), A ER}.

We consider the subspace Q(M',g') of C00(M') defined by

Q(M',g') = L
及 ESp(M',g)

Q.A(M',g')

where Q.x(M',g') is the vector subspace of C00(M') consisting of the eigefunc

tions with eigenvalue A.

Q.x(M',g') is called eigen-subspace of (M',g') and has finite dimension. The
subset Q(M',g') is dense in C00(M') provided with the topology defined by the

inner product < J邙 >= fM, fihdM', where dM'is the volume element on

M'.
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We consider the subspace of C00(M x N) generated by all products of the

form (a op) x (/3 oq), where a E Q (M,g) and f3 E Q(N,h). This vector subspace
of C00(M x N) is denoted by p*Q(M,g)®g*Q(N,h). This is isomorphic onto

the vector space Q(M,g) 0 Q(N,h). The following relations are true.

(i) p*Q(M,g)®q*Q(N,h) = Q(M x N, g X h)

(ii) Sp(M x N, g x h) = {.-\ +µ/ ,\ E Sp(M,g), µE Sp(N, h)}

(iii) Qv(MxN,gxh) = 2 四>.(M,g)®q*Qµ(N,h)
>.ESp(M,g)
µESp(N,h)
>.+µ=v

Theorem 2.1. Let (M,g), (n,h) be two compact and orientable Rie

mannian manifolds. Let r~Z2 be the group of isometries on the manifold
(M x N, g x h) which acts freely on M x N such that preserves the seperate
coordinate system on the product manifold M X N. Then the eigenfunctions on
the manifold (M X N/f, g X 硐 ）are of the form (a op) x (/3 oq) where a and
{3 are the eigenfunctions on the manifolds (M, g) and (N, h) respectively which

are invariant under the action by the group r or takes opposite sign under the
action of r.

Proof. Let (Ui,'Pi)iEI and (Vi, 叱 ）jEJ be two atlas on (M,g) and (N,h)
respectively. Then (Ui x Uj涅iX 朽 ）(i,j)EIX J is an atlas on the Riemanman man
ifold (M X N, g X h). Let (x1, ... ,xn) and (YI,···,Ym) be two local coordinate
systems on the charts (Ui,'Pi) and (Vi, 叱 ）respectively, where dim M = n and
dim N = m. Then (x1, ... , Xn, y1, ... , Ym) is a local coordinate system on the

chart (Ui X Vj,'Pi X 叱 ），If, is an element of the group r, then we have
, : M x N~M x N, , : ui x vj~u: x v;

1: (x1, ... ,xn;Y1,···,Ym)~(,(x1, ... ,xn)i,(Y1, ... ,ym))

= ( 吋 ，. . . ,x~; 叭，...'y氙 ）
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which means that , preserves the separate coordinate systems. We assume that

0,01 EQ 入 (M, q) and 趴 趴 EQµ(N,h)

then we have

b.MxN[(a op) x (/3 oq)] = (.\+µ)[(a op) x (/3 oq)]

D.MxN[(a1 op) X (/31 oq)] = (A+µ)[(a1 op) X (/31 oq)]

If the functions a and /3 are invariant under the action of the group r and
a1 and /31 take opposite sing by the action of the group r, then we have

1(a(x1, ,xn)) = a(,(x1, ,x~)) = a(x~, ... ,x~) = a(x1,···,xn)

,(a1(x1, ,xn)) = a1(,(x1, ,xn)) = a1(x~, ... ,x~) = -a1(x1, ... ,xn)

,(/J(Y1, ,ym)) = /J(,(Y1,···,Ym)) = /J(y~, ,y:n) = fJ(Y1,···,Ym)

,(/J1(Y1,···,Ym)) = /31(,(Y1, ... ,ym)) = f](y~, ,y:n) = -/31(Yl,···,Ym)

then we have

£、MxN/r [(a op) X (/3 oq)] = 6MxN 伯(a)op) X (,(J3)oq)]

= 6MxN [(a op) x (/3" oq)] = (>. + IL) [ (a op) x (/3 oq)]

6.MxN/I'[(a1 op) X (角 oq)] = 6MxN 伯(a1)op) x ( 社趴 ）oq)]

= l..、MxN[I (-a1 op) X (- 趴oq)] = (A + 11,)[(01 op) X (/31 oq)]

3. It is known that the Dold manifold is defined by

M'= Sn x Pm(C)/Z2

where the action of the group Z2 is given as follows

{ (X 1 , ... , X n) , (Zo , Z1 , ... , Zm)} -t {(- X 1 , ... , 一Xn), ( 乏;0' 乏；1'...' 乏:m)} (3.1)

The manifold .Af'can be obtained by identification of the two points defined by
(3.1) on the manifold 5n X pm(C).
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Theorem 3.1. Let M'= sn x pm (C)/Z2 be the Dold manifold provided

with the metric g。X ho, where g。is the standard metric on sn with constant

sectional curvature 1 and h。is the Study-Fubini metric on pm (C) with constant
holomrphic sectional curvature 1. Then, the Spectrum of 血s manifold has the

form Sp(Sn X pm (C)/Z2, 9o X 佈 /Z2) = {O, A2k一 I + Jl2p一 1, A2k + JL2p-1, 伍 +

µ2p, where 入 11 = 11(n + v - 1), µu = a(m + a) with multipilzcities q11 仞 ）＝
(n+11-2)…(n+I)n(n+211-l)

11!
, qu(µ(J) = A(-m, a) if a is odd and qu(µu) = 2A(m, a),

~巨 is even, where A(m, a) = 2(2m十 (J -1}(2m+u) ... (2m+2) (2m+I)(m+u)
u!

, respectively.

Proof. If is known the eigenfuctions of 6.5n can be obtained by the rcstric
tion on 5n the harmonic polynomials on Rn+l. The harmonic polynomials which

are invariant under the action of the group Z2 are the even dimensional. The
harmonic polynomials which take opposite sign by the action of the group Z2

are the odd dimension. Finally, we conclude that all the l1armonic polynomials
of Rn+i·give eigenvalues for 6. sn xP 可C)/Z2.

Therefore we obtain

入 k = k(n + k - l), qk(>.k): (n + k- 2)· · ·(n + l)n(n + 2k - 1)/k!

The complex projective space pm (C) is the base spa.cc of the following fibre

51 土 52m+l 二 pm (C) (3.4)

Therefore the eigenfunctions of 6
pm(C) are the eigenfunctions of s2m+l which are

invariants by the action of 51, or the harmoric polynomials in R2m乜 ：：：cm+l

which are invariant by the action of S1. At the same time we try to determine

which of these polynomials are invariants, by the action of the conjugation and

the others taking opposite sign by conjugation.

If (Zo,勾，. . . , zm) and (xo,:互 ，. . . , Xm, Yo, Y1, ... , Ym) are the natural coordi
nate sy~tems on cm+I and R2m+2 respectively, then we have the relations

zo = xo 十二 Yo, z1 = x1 十戸 Yl, · · ·, Zm = Xm 十二 际 (3 ..5)
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From (3.5) we obtain

磊 = Xo - 妒可Yo, z1 = X1 - 二Y1, • • •'zm = Xm - 二Ym (3.6)

The relations (3.5) and (3.6) imply

1 1 1
xo = -(zo 十 面 ），叨 = -(z1 十 芝1) , · · ·, Xm = - (Zm 十 芝m)

2 2

1 1
2 (3.7)

（
1

Yo= — (zo - i乏 ：o), Y1 =— Z1 - i乏 '1), .. ,,ym = -(zm -i芝m) (3.8)
2戶 2yCI 2v-I

Therefore {zo, z1, ... , Zm, zo, z1, ... , Zm) can be obtained as a coordinate sys
tern on R2m+2. The harmonic polynomials on R2m+2~cm+l are polynomials

in z = (z1, z2, ... , Zm) and in z = ( 面 ，芝1, . .. ' 芝m), The Laplace operator on
R2m+2 = cm+i has the form

1 m+l4L
{} {}

6 = - - ——8z ozp=l p p
(3.9)

The polynomial .Q = Q(z歹 ）= Q (zo, Z1 , .. .', Zm, zo, 芝1; .. . ' 芝m) is harmonic
if we have

m+l

L 护 Q－－一 _ ,, _,
8z 8z = 0

p=l p p
(3.10)

The harmonic polynomials Q(z, 司 ，which are invariant by the action of S1

are the same degree with respect to z and 芝. All th、~se polynomials are denoted by

Hp,p·Therefore the eigenvalue which corresponds to each of the eigenfunctions
of 652m+l which are at the same time eigen和nct10ns of 6pm(C) has the form

µp=2p(2m+1+2p-1) = 4p(m+p), p2::0.

~rom these polynomials we must take those remaining invariant by conjugation

and the others taking opposite sign by conjugation. The first polynomials form

a vector space of the same dime1~sion as the vector space HP, when p is odd.
The other polynomials, when pis even, form a vector space whose dimension is

2dimHp. Therefore, we have the following eigenvalues for the Dold manifold
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立 x pm(C)/Z妒

o, ,\正 1+µ足1, A2k +µ2p-I, 虹+µ2p, where ,\11 = v(v+n- l), µer= 亞(µ+a)
with multiplicities qk囚 ）= (n + k - 2) ... (n + l)n(n + 2k - 1)/k!, qcr 固 ）＝

2A(m,a) if a is even and qcr(µcr) = A(m,a) if a is odd, where A(m,a) =
2(2m + p - 1) ... (2m + l)(m + p)

p!

4. Let(MxN,g1Xg2) be a compact and orientable Riemanman manifold with

the following properties
(i) N can carry a complex structure,

(ii) 叮 (M x N) = Z2
(iii) -Sp(M X N, 91 X 92) = Sp(Sn X P可C)/Z2, g。X ho/Z2)
(vi) 9 = K汕ler metric

We give the conditions under which the Riemannian manifolds (M >< N, 91 x

92) and (Sn X pm(c)/Z2, 90 X 佈 /Z2) are isometric.
It is known that the universal covering of the manifold sn X pm(C)/Z2 is

sn X pm(c). We denote by M'X N'the universal covering of ]\,f X N.

These manifolds M'x N'and sn x pm(C) have metrics g~x g~and go x 垧

respectively such that 9f X 卟/Z2 = 91 x 92·The manifolds (M x N, 91 x g2) and
(Sn x P州C)/Z2, go X 偏 /Z2) are locally isometric onto the manifolds (M'x
N', g~X 的 ）and (Sn X pm(c), go X 偏 ）respectively. It can easily obtained

from Sp(M X N, 91 X 92) arid Sp(Sn X P可C)/Z2,9o X 偏 /Z2) that Sp(sn X
pm(C), 90 X 柚 ）and Sp(M'xN', 9~xg分 have the same eigeuvalues. We assume

that these eigenvalues have the same multiplicity and therefor~we obtain

Sp(M'X N', g~X 茹 ） :::: Sp(Sn X pm(C), g。X ho) (4.2)

From (4.2) we obtain

Sp(M',g~)

Sp(N這 ）

Sp(Sn ,go)

Sp(Pm(C), ho)

、_，
\
J4·

34

4

,
\

（

The relations (4·.3) and (4.4) imply (M',g~) is isometric onto (Sn,go), if

1 :::; n :::; 6 ( 圍）and (N',g分 is beholomorphically isometric onto (Pm(C), ho), if

1 s; m s; 5, ([4]).
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Now we can state the following theorem .

Theorem 4.1. Let (M X N, 91 x g刃 be a compact, and orientable Rieman
nian manifold with the properties ((i) - (iv) (4.1). Let (111.'x N', gt x 勗 ）be

the universal covering of 111. X N such that 91 x 92 = gt x 的 /Z2. If Sp(llf x
N,gl X 92) = Sp(Sn X P可C)/Z2, go X 偏 /Z2) and the mu.litiplicity of the eigen
values of Sp(M'X N', 91 x g刃 are the se,me as of Sp(Sn X pm(c), g。X ho)

and 1 < n < 6, 1 < m < 5, Then (M X N), 91 x 92 is isometric onto

(Sn x R可C)/Z2, go X 偏 /Z吐

If the conditions (4.1) are substituded by the following
(i) N is beholomorphically isomorphic onto P 可C)

(ii) Sp(M X N, 91 X 92) = Sp(Sn X pm(c), 9o X 侷 /Z刃 (4.5)

(iii) Multiplity of the eigenvalues of Sp(M'x N', g1 x g2) are the same a.s of
Sp(Sn x pm(C), g0 x g0) then (N', g') coincides with (P可C), ho).

From the theorem (4.1) and the conditions (4.5) we conclude the following

corollary.

Corollary 4.2. Let (M X N, 91 x g2) be a compact and orientable 1區

mannian manifold with the p匝ppo1·ties (4.5), IJSp(li1xN,g1 xg刃 = Sp(Sn X

严 (C)/Z2, go X ho/Z2), where 2~n~6, ~nd 1~m~5, then (111 X N, 91 X g2)
is isometric onto (Sn x pm(C), g。X ho).

§5. The manifold S足 1 x pm(C)/f is called generalized Dold manifold, where

Gamma is a finite subgroup of order greater or equa.l than three of the group of
isommetries I(S2n-l x pm(C)) of the manifold 52n-l x pm(C).

If we use the same technique as for the rna.nifolcl 5n x pm(C)/Z2 then we
can compute the Sp(S2n-l x pm(C)/叮

Now we can prove the theorem:

Theorem 5.1. Let S足 1 x pm(C)/r be a genemli::ed Dold manifold. ff

n, m and orde1·of r have special prices, then Sp(S足 IX pm(C)兀 ）clelermincs
the geometry on the manifold s2n-l x pm(C)).
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